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BEFORE YOU EVEN 
TALK TO A REAL 
ESTATE AGENT, 
FIRST TALK TO 
NAVY FEDERAL 
CREDIT UNION 
Navy Federal Credit Union offers 
mortgage loans to its members in 
29 states and the District of Columbia: 
• Pre approved mortgage loans 
• Full product range (VA, conventional, 
biweeklies, ARMs, balloons) 
• Competitive pricing including No~ 
Point loans 
• Extended commitments up to 120 days 
• Special programs for low~to~moderate~ 
income borrowers 
• Servicing for the life of the loan. 
ApPLY BY PHONE 
Call1~800~368~3657 (703-255~ 7300 in 
metro Wash., DC) , Monday-Friday, 
8:00am to 7 :OOpm, Eastern time; Saturday, 
9:30am to 6:00pm, Eastern time. 
OR WRITE 
Navy Federal Credit Union 
PO Box 3000 
Merrifield VA 22119~ 3000. 
Olce you JOIn Navy FeJeral, you may remain a member for life - even 
when you reore, leave the service. or move to career assignmems outside 
our field of membership. So he sure to encourage your coworkers and 
frienJs to join as s<xm as they're eligible. By law, creJit unions are not 
aUoweJ to serve the general puhltc. Navy FeJeral Credit Union IS permIt· 
teJ w serve: Navy and Marine Corps oRke", (active and retireJ); retired 
Navy and Manne Corp> enlisteJ perS<mnei; and members of the If faml' 
It"". Navy and Manne Corps civilian. enlisteJ, or "'''''rve perS<mnel MAY 
be eltglhle for membershIp, depending on locatton; those deployeJ or sta· 
tloneJ llutMJe the U.S., Its rerrimrics, or possessions are usually eligible 
fur membershIp. FeJeral regulattons do nm perm" NFCU to establish 
memhcrshlp for non~[ranSlent active enla~teJ, maC(1ve reserve, or CIV il 
:)ervlce per1l4.mnel In HawaiI. For more mfllnnHtitlil. write (0 Navy FeJernl 
C reJ" Unum, PO Box 3000, Mernfleld VA 22119·3000. 
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OSSC PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
By CAROLYN DI PAOW 
Now that we're a month into the New 
Year, how many of you are still keeping 
your resolutions? If you answered "yes," 
then you're a better person than I! I would 
like to thank all of you who worked so very 
hard in 1994. You made it a successful and fun year. I'm sure 
1995 will be even better. 
If you have just arrived at NPS, "Welcome aboard!" There 
are a lot of things to do in OSSC and it is a great way to make 
new and lasting friendships. I'm looking forward to meeting 
all of you at our Members' Meeting at 7 p.m. Feb. 6 in the La 
Novia Room, which is in the basement of Herrmann Hall. 
We've got some great things coming up in the next couple 
of months. On Feb. 10 in conjunction with the a Club and 
NEX we will bring you an evening of fabulous wines and 
door prizes. There will be at least 20 local wineries featured. 
Watch for ticket sales because this event is always a sellout! 
Feb. 24 is the date set aside for the High Tea at beautiful 
Pebble Beach. In the past this was only scheduled for once a 
year but because of the demand we have set up another date. 
1his is an afternoon of pampering and service fit for royalty. 
The seating is very limited so contact Gannon Carr at 648-
1405 for reservations immediately. 
March 4 is our quarterly Bargain Fair at La Mesa. This is 
the perfect opportunity to sell those items you pulled out of 
closets during your holiday cleaning. 
If you can't make the February Members' Meeting, why 
not mark your calendar now for the meeting March 6; same 
time, same place. March 16 is Cram-a-Iot. 1his skit is a tra-
dition and a fun way to look at life at NPS. We'll begin April 
with the Spring Craft Bazaar on April 1. If you ~ere at the 
OSSC EVENTS CALENDAR 
> 6 Members Meeting, 7 p.m;, La Novia Room Q: 
« 1 0 Wine Tasting, 7 p.m., 
:::) 
Q: Barbara McNitt Ballroom 
m 
w 24 High Tea, Pebble Beach 
u.. 
J: 4 Bargain Fair, La Mesa Elementary 0 
Q: 6 Members Meeting, 7 p.m., La Novia Room 
« 
~ 16 Cram-a-Iot, King Hall 
Christmas Bazaar, you know you won't want to miss this 
one for novel Easter and Mother's Day gifts. 
Since this is my last President's Message, I would like to 
thank my fellow board members, Gannon Carr, Judith 
Osborne, Simi Carlson, Steffanie Andreason and Tehani 
Kisor for making my job easy! I couldn't have done it with-
out them. Also thanks to our honorary president, Becky 
Mercer, and advisers, Debbie Witt and Marianne Roser. 
Thanks for always being there. In closing, let me say wel-
come and good luck to the new board. I know they will do a 
great job! 
OSSC MEMBERSHIP 
The Officer Students' Spouses' Club of the Naval Postgraduate School is for the spouses of all the students. In addition to sponsoring 
monthly activities, OSSC also sponsors an Art Auction, Adobe Tour, International Student Tea and many other holiday events. Dues 
collected entitles you to member discounts as well as monthly Pink Flyers and the OSSC Directory. 
To obtain a membership, fill out the form below and send it with a check made payable to "OSSC" to Simi Carlson SGC # 1126; Phone 
647-8938. . 
1 year (4 quarters) $15; 18 months (6 quarters) $20.00; 2 or more years (8 quarters plus) $25. This is a one-time fee. International wives 
membership is free. 
SGC# ____ New Member _______ Active _________ Associate _________ _ 
Last Name _____________ First _________ Phone ____________ _ 
Spouse's Name ________ Rank ___ Service __ Curriculum ____ Graduation (monthlyear) __ _ 
Address _______________________________________ _ 
City Zip Code _______ Length of Membership ___ _ 
Amount Enclosed Are you interested in committee work? Volunteering? _____ _ 
Would you like to participate in our club administration? _______________ _ 
Would you like a <;0'py of the OSSC By-Laws? _______________ _ 




Kinderdance classes are now of-
fered at the La Mesa Child Develop-
ment CenterlNavy Preschool. The pro-
gram features ballet, gymnastics, cre-
ative dance and tap. Classes meet once 
a week. Children who attend full-time 
child care may attend class as part of 
their regular school day. Several classes 
also are offered at the NPS Multi-Pur-
pose Room, next to the gym; and at the 
Youth Center at POM Annex. 
Kinderdance classes for children 
ages 3-5 meet from 2:30-3:30 p.m. 
Mondays and 2-3 p.m. 'fuesdays at the 
Child Development Center; from 9:45-
10:45 a.m. Fridays at the Multi-Purpose 
Room; and from 9-10 a.m. Mondays 
and 2-3 p.m. Wednesdays at POM An-
nex. Classes for ages 4-6 meet from 
3:30-4:30 p.m. Mondays at the child 
center and classes for ages 6-8 meet 
from 3:15-4:15 p.m. at POM Annex. 
Cost is $30 per month. 
Kindergym for ages 3-5 meets from 
3:30-4 p.m. 'fuesdays at the CDC. This 
class is a floor gymnastics and motor 
development program to help children 
gain strength, flexibility and coordina-
tion, organizers said. Cost is $22 per 
month. 
Kindertots for 2-year-olds meets 
from 9-9:30 a.m. and 10:45-11: 15 a.m. 
Fridays at NPS. It is a pre-Kinderdance 
program of dances, songs and motor 
development. Cost is $22 per month. 
A spring recital is planned for May. 
Th register, call Colleen Cavalieri at 
644-0909. 
MWR Family Child Care Program 
provides drop-in care by certified pro-
viders at La Mesa and the Presidio of 
Monterey Annex. Details are available 
by calling Linda Peeler at 656-2821 for 
La Mesa, or Lynn Quist at 242-3624 
for the Annex. 
The Child Development Center at 
La Mesa provides a developmental pro-
gram for children ages 6 weeks to 5 
years. Operating hours are 7:30 am. to 
5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. 1be 
preschool offers morning sessions from 
9-11: 30 and afternoon sessions from 1-
3:30. For registration information call 
the center at 656-2734 or the preschool 
at 656-3487. 
RELOCA TING? 
NORTHERN VIRGINIA VIRGINIA BEACH 
WASHINGTON, D.C. NORFOLK - PORTSMOUTH 
MARYLAND CHESAPEAKE 
i4 Want to SAVE up to 51500 in Closing Costs i4 
CALL JUDy or BOB for INFORMATION ON THE 
MIUTARY BOYERS PROGRAM!!! 
BOBGRAHAM 
Northern VA Top Producer! 
Retired Officer 
Broker. Buyer Agent 
1-800-456-6873 
JUDYRFADY 
An Independently Owned IIld Operated Member of1be Prudentiol Real EsIaIe AtIiIiates, Inc. 
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AROUND THE BA 
FEBRUARY 
FEB.4 
14TH ANNUAL DAR 
GENEALOGICAL SEMINAR 
Experts offer advice on researching 
your roots. Seaside: 372-4445. 
FEB. 12 
10m ANNUAL "TOGETHER 
WITH LoVE" 10K RUN 




shirt and qualify for 
a prize drawing. Pa-




Musicians from Pasadena present a 
concert sponsored by the Chamber 
Music Society of the Monterey Penin-




Works by Grieg, Rota and Elgar are 
featured with Clark Suttle as soloist and 
Max Bragado-Darman as guest conduc-
tor. Carmel: 624-8511. 
FEB. 21-26 
MASTERS OF FOOD & 
WINE FESTIVAL 
International chefs and master 
winemakers present cooking classes, 
wine tastings, tours and gourmet meals. 
Carmel Highlands: 624-3801. 
4 
FEB. 25 
RUN WIm mE DREAM 
A 10K run open to military and civil-
ians organized by Troop Command, 
DLI, as one of several observances of 
Martin Luther King Day and Black His-
tory Month. Also includes run/walk 
competitions by age and ability. Events 





readings from John 
Steinbeck's work as well as a concert 




ARTARIA STRING QUARTET 
The concert is the second in th~ 
1995 series presented by the 
Mozart SOCiety of California. : 
Monterey: 625-3637. .. 
MARCH 3-5 
DIXIELAND MONTEREY 
Dixieland music is performed by more 
than 20 national bands in 10 cabaret 
locations. Monterey: 443-5260. 
Compiled with assistance from the 
Monterey Peninsula Chamber of Com-
merce and Visitors & Convention Bu-
reau. 
Hair Speciali~f\ 
Ask Jor Jeannie Frank 
Full Permanent regularly $65 and up (includes cut and style) 
Haircut regularly $25 
(includes shampoo, condition and blow dry) 
230 Fountain Ayenue, Suite 4· Pacific Groye, CA 93950.408-372-6446 





JAWS POORBOYS HOAGIES 
6' AND 8 FOOT 
PARTY 
SANDWICHES 
1193 10th St. , Monterey (1 block from Naval Postgraduate School) 
For Faster Service - Phone Ahead 375-9161 




More than 20 area wineries 
will offer tastes of their prod-
ucts during a wine-tasting party 








conjunction with the NPS Officers' 
Club and the Navy Exchange. Non-al-
coholic drinks and hors d'oeuvres also 
will be available. Musical entertain-
ment and dancing will begin at 8: 30 
p.m. in the EI Prado Room. 
TIckets are $15 per person or $28 
per couple and are available from 10 
a.m. to 1 p.m. Thesdays in the base-
ment of Herrmann Hall near the stu-
dent mail center boxes. TIckets also will 
be available during those hours Thurs-
day, Feb. 9. TIckets may be purchased 
by cash or check at the sales booth, or 
by using Visa or MasterCard in the ca-
tering office. 
CRAFT BAZAAR 
Spring is just around the corner, 
bringing Easter, Mother's Day and fam-
ily birthdays. To find that perfect gift 
for the special people on your list, plan 
to shop at the Spring Craft Bazaar, 
scheduled for 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. April 1 
in the Barbara McNitt Ballroom at 
Herrmann Hall. 
Several of the same crafiers who 
were on hand for the Christmas bazaar 
plan to return this spring. If you would 
like to be a vendor or need further in-
formation on reserving a space, con-
tact Julie Long at 372-3715. 
BARGAIN FAIR 
Plan to get rid of that extra house-
hold baggage and make some spend-
ing money at the same time by reserv-
ing a booth for the quarterly Bargain 
Fair, scheduled for Saturday, March 4 
at La Mesa Elementary School. La 
Mesa residents and OSSC members 
may reserve a space by calling Mary 
Jo Arthur at 393-2964. 
MOPS 
Mothers of Pre-Schoolers meets 
from 9-11:30 a.m. on the second and 
fourth Wednesdays of each month at the 
Mayflower Education Building, at 13th 
and Central in Pacific Grove. Moms 
meet to share ideas, get parenting tips 
and enjoy guest speakers, while their 
children from birth to age 6 participate 
in a variety of supervised activities. 
New members are welcome. The group 
is sponsored through the NPS chapel. 
Details are available by calling Dottie 
Katsiyiannis at 393-9832. 
TUTORS SOUGHT 
Tutors are needed on Saturday 
mornings for students in fourth through 
12th grade. All subjects are taught, with 
an emphasis on math and science. Vol-
unteers meet with students from 9-11 
a.m. Saturdays at Ingersoll Hall, Room 
267. The project is sponsored by the 
National Naval Officers Association. Th 
volunteer, call Lt. Star Langhorne at 
373-7827. 
TOASTMASTERS 
If you need help improving your 
public speaking skills, the NPS Toast-
masters Club welcomes you! The group 
meets at 12: 10 p.m. Fridays at Room 
E203 in Herrmann Hall's East Wing. 
More information is available from 
Craig Jakus at 646-0349, or Bill Walters 
at 394-8824. 
Sato1tavel~ 
If you use the Tennis Courts, 
Child Care Center: Gym, Swim-
ming Pool, Clubs, Golf Course, 
Playground and Elementary 
School and want to con-
tinue using them than 
come over to Sato-






and visit Peg 
or Chat in Bldg 30 I 
next to campus center. 
(-408) 656-3357 or 
(-408) 656-3358 
SAN DIEGO BOUND !! 
JUDY HUHN, Navy Wife 




• Personal Credit Report 
• Relocation Package 
• School Reports 
• Pre-Approval 
Let JUDY assist you in 
Finding the perfect Home 
C-21 SOLYMAR REALTY 
2351 Morena Blvd. 
5an Diego, CA 92110 
Relo Office (619) 488-1006 
24 Hr. Pager (619) 973-1129 
CALL COLLECT 
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and handsome, approaching in his 
spiffiest summer dress whites, a bou-
quet of red tulips cradled in his arms. 
I wave my floppy straw hat in the air 
and beckon him to a clearing in the 
field There, a picnic of wine, cheese, 
fresh fruit and chocolate is spread out 
on a soft gingham blanket. From the 
radio Frank Sinatra croons "My Funny 
Valentine. " My husband draws near 
and embraces me. He leans down to 
kiss me and then ... 
Drool runs down my face. I open 
my eyes and stare up at my husband. 
The spiffy uniform has been replaced 
by faded sweat pants and an old T-shirt. 
The bouquet of tulips in his arms is now 
our 9-month-old son Andrew, who is 
crying and drooling on me. 
"Honey, the baby's hungry." 
The daydream has ended. My 
Valentine's Day fantasy has scurried 
like a frightened kitten into a comer of 
my mind. 
During the month of February, my 
thoughts tum to romance, chivalry and 
love; to champagne-filled glasses spar-
kling in the candlelight; to sonnets by 
Shakespeare, lacy lingerie and break-
fast in bed. 
But I'm not the only one dream-
ing about a romantic Feb. 14 -- that 
universal day of love. What do your 
friends and neighbors want for 
Valentine's Day? Read on. 
"A romantic cruise to Catalina Is-
land on a luxurious yacht. My Wife and 
I would dance, 'dine by candlelight and 
sunbathe on the beach for an entire 
weekend." -- Submarine officer 
6 
"A trip just for the two of us to 
Cancun." -- Spouse of an NPS staff 
member 
"I would like for my husband to 
surprise me by making all the arrange-
ments for a romantic dinner on the town 
-- including arranging for a baby-sit-
ter, so I wouldn't have to worry about 
anything for just a few short hours." --
Mother of two toddlers 
"A night out without the kids would 
be fun." -- Pregnant mother of two 
"A night or weekend away from the 
kids -- with or without my husband. At 
this point it doesn't really matter 
whether he goes with me or not. I just 
need a break!" -- Exhausted La Mesa 
resident 
"A weekend of no cooking -- he 
does all the meals and all the cleaning 
up." -- New mother 
"A new car. A BMW would be nice. 
/fthat's too far-fetched, I guess I could 
settle for some jewelry." -- OSSC 
member 
"That my Wife graduates from this 
college with honors." -- Husband of a 
Naval Postgraduate School student 
"A day of being totally served: ev-
ery meal prepared for me, all the dishes 
cleaned up, all the housework done, 
taking care of the kids, everything." --
Resident of Presidio of Monterey An-
nex 
"To go to a remote island in the 
Caribbean that you have to helicopter 
to -- no TV, telephone or computer 
games from hell. The front door opens 
to the ocean and the back door to the 
mountains. The room has a big old 
waterbed, a fireplace and Jacuzzi. 
There's nothing to read but romance 
novels. Snorkel and dive equipment is 
provided. The refrigerator is stocked 
with champagne and chocolate-covered 
cherries. Also, a maid and masseuse are 
flown in every day when summoned by 
a buzzer." -- First time mom-to-be with 
a vivid imagination 
"I just want my husband to love me 
forever, and to appreciate me." -- Ubiq-
uitous community volunteer 
GARY D. PALMA, D.D.S. 
ORTHODONTICS 
26535 CARMEL RANCHO BOULEVARD 
SUITE 5C 
81 VIA ROBLES 
MONTEREY, CA 93490 
CARMEL, CA 93923 
(408) 624-4100 (408) 373-0415 
Member, Ameriun Associ~tion of Orthodontists 
gifts from !he hear! -----
By SALLY s. HOWARD 
It's February! Valentine's Day will 
soon be upon us. Wasn't it just the other 
day we were running allover looking 
for the "perfect gift" at Chri~as? Now 
it's time to start again. Instead of find-
ing another "perfect gift" or giving the 
same old traditional ones of candy and 
flowers, try a different approach: Give 
"Gifts from the Heart." 
Gifts from the Heart are those you 
put yourself into. Most are inexpensive, 
but are truly priceless because you gave 
your time and love into making and 
giving them. All family members, in-
cluding infants, can help in giving Gifts 
from the Heart. Don't limit yourself to 
Valentine's Day. Christmas, birthdays, 
get well and "just because 1 felt like it" 
are all great occasions to give. . 
My husband started our family in 
giving Gifts from the Heart. Ours have 
team picture slot, put in a paper with "I 
love Daddy because:" with the reasons 
listed below. Older children can write 
theirs. This is especially fun to do with 
preschoolers because of their answers. 
Grandparents love this! 
• Get out all those videos you took 
this past year. Edit them and send it to 
someone who misses you very much. 
You can do the same with photos. 
.Write a letter, a poem, a song or 
a play to someone you love. Read, sing 
or perform it for them. This can be done 
as an individual or as a family. 
.00 you have a newborn? Never 
fear! Sponge paint those little feet and 
toes. Make footprints on cards, T-shirts 
or cross stitch material. Write a big "I 
love you" on it. You can use watercol-
- -
king or queen for a day. Take a 
long drive together and pack a 
piCniC. Watch the sunset on the 
beach together with wine and 
dessert. Just use your imagina-
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I can see it so vividly, even 
now. I'm standing in afield offragrant 
flowers. A gentle breeze billows my 
cotton sundress. I see my husband, tall 
and handsome, approaching in his 
spiffiest summer dress whites, a bou-
quet of red tulips cradled in his arms. 
I wave my floppy straw hat in the air 
and beckon him to a clearing in the 
field There, a picnic of wine, cheese, 
fresh fruit and chocolate is spread out 
on a soft gingham blanket. From the 
radio Frank Sinatra croons "My Funny 
Valentine." My husband draws near 
and embraces me. He leans down to 
kiss me and then ... 
Drool runs down my face. I open 
my eyes and stare up at my husband. 
The spiffy uniform has been replaced 
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"A long, relaxing bubble bath with 
my hubby, uninterrupted by the phone, 
the baby, the whole world."-- Mother 
of an infant 
"A trip just for the two of us to 
Cancun." -- Spouse of an NPS staff 
member 
"I would like for my husband to 
surprise me by making all the arrange-
ments for a romantic dinner on the town 
-- including arranging for a baby-sit-
ter, so I wouldn't have to worry about 
anything for just a few short hours." --
Mother of two toddlers 
"A night out without the kids would 
be fun." -- Pregnant mother of two 
"A ni vht or weekend awav from the 
settle for some jewelry." -- OSSC 
member 
"That my Wife graduates from this 
college with honors." -- Husband of a 
Naval Postgraduate School student 
"A day of being totally served: ev-
ery meal prepared for me, all the dishes 
cleaned up, all the housework done, 
taking care of the kids, everything." --
Resident of Presidio of Monterey An-
nex 
"To go to a remote island in the 
Caribbean that you have to helicopter 
to -- no TV, telephone or computer 
games from hell. The front door opens 
to the ocean and the back door to the 
mountains. The room has a big old 
waterbed, a fireplace and Jacuzzi. 
IIULnPLY nMES EVERY $1000 OF LOAN AMOUNT 
TO DETERMINE PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST 
AMORnlED LOAN PAYMENT. 
Int.r •• t 15 20 30 
Rate Y ••• Y.ar. Y ••• 
6.75 8.85 7.60 6 .• 
7.00 8." 7.75 6.65 
7.25 8.13 7.80 6.82 
7.50 8.28 8.06 8." 
7.75 8.42 8.21 7.16 
-
-
8.00 8.58 8.38 7.34 
-
8.25 8.71 8.52 7.51 
8.50 8.85 8.88 7 .• 
- 8.75 10.00 8.84 7.87 
- 8.00 10.15 8 .• 8.05 
-
8.25 10.30 8.16 8.23 
8.50 . 10.45 8.32 8.41 
-
8.75 10.60 8 .• 8.58 
- 10.00 10.75 8.65 8.78 
-
10.25 10.80 8.82 8.H 
- 10.50 11.06 8.88 8.15 
10.75 11.21 10.15 8.34 
- 11.00 11.37 10.32 8.52 
-
-
11.25 11.53 10 .• 8.71 
- 11.50 11 .• 10 .• 8.80 
- 11.75 11.85 10.84 10.08 
-
-
12.00 12.01 11.01 10.28 
- 12.25 12.17 11.18 10.48 
- 12.50 12.33 11.38 10.67 
12.75 12 .• 11.54 10.87 
13.00 12.88 11.72 11.06 
13.25 12.82 11.88 11 .• 
FOR ADDITIONAL REAL ESTATE INFORMATION CALL: 
800-458-5357 800-468-7340 
ASK fOR L.II)A fOX..wms ASK FOR BARBARA ADAMS 
gifts from Ihe hearl -----
By SALLY S. HOWARD 
It's February! Valentine's Day will 
soon be upon us. Wasn't it just the other 
day we were running allover looking 
for the "perfect gift" at Chri~as? Now 
it's time to start again. Instead of find-
ing another "perfect gift" or giving the 
same old traditional ones of candy and 
flowers, try a different approach: Give 
"Gifts from the Heart." 
Gifts from the Heart are those you 
put yourself into. Most are inexpensive, 
but are truly priceless because you gave 
your time and love into making and 
giving them. All family members, in-
cluding infants, can help in giving Gifts 
from the Heart. Don't limit yourself to 
Valentine's Day. Christmas, birthdays, 
get well and "just because I felt like it" 
are all great occasions to give. 
My husband started our family in 
giving Gifts from the Heart. Ours have 
focused on our children giving to oth-
ers, especially grandparents. Here are 
a few that we have done: 
• Send a big hug. Place a long strip 
of computer paper on the floor. Have 
your child lie with his chest and arms 
outstretched on it. Trace around the 
arms and hands only. In the space be-
tween the arms, draw a big heart con-
necting them. Let each child color and 
decorate the arms and heart. Cut out and 
give someone a "big hug." 
• Send a life-size Valentine. Have 
your child lie on his back on a large 
sheet of paper. Trace around your child 
and let him draw and color the face and 
clothes. Cut out and give. 
• Ask your children to give reasons 
why they love a certain somebody and 
write their answers down. Buy one of 
those team picture frames. In the oval 
put a picture of the child, with the spe-
cial somebody if you have one. In the 
team picture slot, put in a paper with "I 
love Daddy because:" with the reasons 
listed below. Older children can write 
theirs. This is especially fun to do with 
preschoolers because of their answers. 
Grandparents love this! 
• Get out all those videos you took 
this past year. Edit them and send it to 
someone who misses you very much. 
You can do the same with photos. 
.Write a letter, a poem, a song or 
a play to someone you love. Read, sing 
or perform it for them. This can be done 
as an individual or as a family. 
.00 you have a newborn? Never 
fear! Sponge paint those little feet and 
toes. Make footprints on cards, T-shirts 
or cross stitch material. Write a big "I 
love you" on it. You can use watercol-
ors, fabric or acrylic paints. Just wash 
off those tootsies right away. 
.Make and give a book of tickets 
to be redeemed. Promise to do some-
thing special on each ticket. 
• Let your children make their 
gifts. There are a lot of wonderful kits 
in craft stores. Some that my children 
have made are sun catchers, a necldace 
and a key chain. 
A few other ideas: Make someone 
king or queen for a day. Thke a 
long drive together and pack a 
picnic. Watch the sunset on the 
beach together with wine and 
dessert. Just use your imagina-
tion and your heart.. 
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By MICHELLE OWENS 
Valentine's 
Day, as we know 
it today, is a cel-




schoolchildren swap ' 
humorous Valentines; 
and greeting card 
companies and candy 
factories ring up 
record sales. 
Exactly how did 
we come to celebrate 
such a day? 
Research shows 
this day of celebration 
probably originated from the ancient 
Roman feast of Lupercalis (Feb. 15), 
although some believe the holiday was 
born of the belief that birds mated on 
Feb. 14. 
The festival gradually became as-
sociated with the feast day (Feb. 14) of 
two Roman martyrs, both named St. 
Valentine, who lived in the 3rd century. 
St. Valentine has traditionally been re-
garded as the patron saint of lovers. 
In the Middle Ages the day became 
associated with the union oflovers. The 
Victorian era saw the exchange of ro-
mantic cards and gifts become popu-
lar. 
Today the holiday is no longer a re-
ligious one. It became secular in 1969 
when church officials dropped it from 
the liturgical calendar. 
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71re you fhis fk£yff-ancl-
J/jcle /anufy.? 
By JUDITH OSBORNE 
I'd like to blame my husband, but 
I'm sure it was my suggestion to go to 
the beach for our anniversary. 
Joe and I used to spend many ro-
mantic evenings looking at the sunset 
with sand through our toes on pre-child 
days. 'This year we thought it would be 
fun to invite our boys out on our anni-
versary. It would be a family evening. 
After calling for the pizza, I packed 
the cups, ice and favorite beach blan-
ket into the van. Then the Hyde family 
emerged. You see, I wanted to take the 
car but my husband had already packed 
the kids. My husband moved the kids 
and blanket, but no cups and ice. 
Next the boy-devils screamed and 
cried the whole way to the beach. There 
a new fence at Navy beach, so it 
was an extra long car ride to find our 
place in the sand. I was ready to call 
$1.00 
the whole thing off, but I didn't. 
The beach smelled, but we found a 
suitable place for our picnic. Patrick 
kept blowing out our "LOVE" candle. 
Sand was allover our food. We had to 
share swigs from the two-liter Pepsi 
bottle. The pizza was greasy. No nap~ 
kins! To top it all, the sun was not set-
ting over the water! 
Does this list of complaints look 
familiar? They didn't stop us from hav-
ing a great time at the beach as a fam-
ily. The Jekylls had a wonderful party. 
The kids played in the sand, chased the 
birds and we were alone. The ride home 
snug together in the car was alive and 
exciting; we sang the whole way. 
The bottom line is this: Don't 
let all the negative stuff stop you from 
enjoying each other and the beauty of 
the world around you. I love my Jekyll-
and-Hyde family and enjoy being with 




Authentic Italian Recipe! 
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Sailing club welcomes new members aboard 
Why be satisfied enjoying the views 
of Monterey Bay from the shore when 
you can see it up close from a sailboat? 
As a member of the Naval Post-
graduate School Sailing Association, 
you have access to classe~ that teach 
basic sailing for beginnefs, cruising 
classes for more advanced sailors and 
race seminars and training for real ex-
citement. The association also partici-
pates in more than 60 sailing races in 
conjunction with the Monterey Penin-
sula Yacht Club and schedules cruises 
to nearby harbors such as Santa Cruz, 
Moss Landing and Pebble Beach. 
The club has 11 sailboats that 
MWR rents to qualified personnel from 
the association's boat shack on the 
Coast Guard pier on Wharf No.1. 
Members receive a discount off the 
regular rental fee. 
To become a member -- no experi-
ence required -- call Louie Partida at 
648-8781 or Leon Garden at 372-9235. 
The SGC box number is 1131. 
Discounted 
tickets are available 
to area attractions 
and upcoming 
events through the MWR Ticket Office, 
in the basement of Herrmann Hall. 
Military discounts are available for 
the Monterey Bay Aquarium, local 
movie theaters, whale watching trips, 
Marine World, San Diego attractions, 
Disneyland, ski lift tickets and dozens 
of other attractions. Military tickets no 
longer are available at the door of the 
Monterey Bay Aquarium and are avail-
able only at the MWR office. 
The following tickets to area events 
also are available at MWR: 
• Disney on Ice, March 2 and 4 at 
the San Jose Arena. Cash prices are 
$14.50 for the March 2 show and $13.50 
for the March 4 show. 
• Harlem Globetrotters, March 11 






Top Pennanent Specialist 
Askfor Natalie for the best penn you've ever had! 
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: HAIRCUT : : PERM I 
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-=-Careers On The J/()Yfl 
Frequ.nt _o".rs I •• rn how to uke their jobs with the_ 
By MICHELLE OWENS 
It's a scenario with which military 
spouses are all too familiar. 
You move to a new community and 
find ajob. Just when you've really got-
ten to know your co-workers, learned 
the office computer system and finally 
become eligible for the company retire-
ment plan, it's time to move again. 
So you move across the country and 
start over again, scouring the classified 
ads, polishing your resume and suffer-
ing through job interviews with a per-
son who doesn't want to hire and train 
a "transient" military spouse anyway. 
After several moves and job 
searches, many spouses begin to won-
der if there are jobs that they can take 
with them or step right back into as they 
move from state to state, or even from 
country to country. 
The answer is yes. Spouses the 
world over have found happiness and 
success with several tried and true jobs. 
Home-operated businesses and tempo-
rary work are two military-spouse fa-
vorites. 
THERE'S NO PLACE 
LIKE HOME 
For the ultimate portable career, 
there's no place like a home-based busi-
ness. Whether you try freelance writ-
ing, home sales or child care, a busi-
10 
ness operated from your home moves 
when you do. Plus, you can set your 
own hours and minimize trips to the day 
care for small kids. 
Selling items from the home or at 
parties hosted by others (Tupperware, 
Mary Kay Cosmetics, Discovery Thys, 
Christmas Around the World and Avon 
to name a few) have long been popular 
with military spouses. Selling gift bas-
kets, lingerie, vitamins and items that 
preserve photographs and keepsake 
memories are also gaining in popular-
ity. 
''They're not area restrictive," says 
Gay O'Hara, a military spouse who 
discovered the benefits of home sales 
2 112 years ago. "When I move I will 
pack up my business and take it with 
me." 
You can take your customers with 
you, too, by continuing to sell to them 
through the catalogs that most home-
sales businesses offer. 
Th get started in home sales, you 
should first choose a product that you 
like arid then find a consultant who al-
ready sells the product in your area. 1he 
consultant can help you join the com-
pany and also train you, say military 
wives involved in home sales. You must 
then invest anywhere from $20 to $200 
for the startup kit and business supplies. 
The initial investment is returned once 
you begin selling and earning sales 
commissions that range from 20 to 40 
percent. 
Candy Kliewer, another military 
spouse who started in home sales two 
years ago, offers this advice to begin-
ners: 
1) Investigate a company thor-
oughly before joining and know what 
they expect of you. Some have a mini-
mum monthly sales quota consultants 
must reach. 
2) Sell a product you like. "You have 
to believe in the product," she said. "It 
has to be something you can stand be-
hind." 
3) Watch out for hidden costs asso-
ciated with joining a company. 
4) Be resilient Some markets are 
harder to crack than others. 
THE TEMPORARY 
SOLUTION 
If working at home isn't 
your idea of the perfect por-
table career, try temporary em-
ployment agencies. They hire 
workers to fill in at various 
companies when permanent 
workers are away. 
Spouses point out the 
many advantages to 
"temping." 
It allows you to pre-
view employers in the area 
before attempting permanent employ-
ment. If you do decide to try for a per-
manent job at a company you "temped" 
for, you already have a foot in the door. 
One Navy wife said she once got an 
$11-an-hour job at a candy factory 
where she was temping after a perma-
nent employee quit unexpectedly. 
. Temping also helps spouses who 
haven't worked for a while gain current 
job references and updated skills. 
Spouses stress the importance of 
working for a reputable agency. Another 
Navy wife who has worked for several 
temporary employment agencies said 
she was once sent to a company that 
turned out to be nothing more than a 
con artist who wanted her to help him 
run a scam. She "escaped" when she 
took her first coffee break. 
If you want to bypass working with 
an agency, you can let area employers 
know you're interested in temporary 
employment by sending out business 
cards and resumes. You must, however, 
be able to prove to the employers that 
you have obtained independent con-
tractor status from the government for 
income tax purposes. If you don't have 
this status, employers will be reluctant 
to hire you because they are liable for 
any taxes you fail to pay. 
Opportunities abound for military 
spouses who want to work steadily. A 
visit to the Spouse Employment Assis-
tance Program (SEAP) is a must before 
you start a job search at your new duty 
station. There you can get career coun-
seling, job interview tips, help with a 
resume and leads on job openings for 
other favorites like nursing, teaching 
and retail sales. The SEAP office at the 
Naval Postgraduate School is located 
in the Family Service Center in the 
basement of Herrmann Hall. The 




Kelly Temporary Services 
585 Abrego 
372-8188 
Manpower Temporary Services 
680 Del Monte Shopping Ctr. 
646-1200 
Norrell Temporary Service 
1Harris Ct 
655-0164 
Paramount Staffing International 
26485 Carmel Rancho Blvd. 
626-5010 
Western Temporary Services 
484 LighthouseAve 
655-1171 
Oliver White, who is available from 8 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. weekdays. You can 
call him at 656-3060. 
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It's a scenario with which military 
spouses are all too familiar. 
You move to a new community and 
find ajob. Just when you've really got-
ten to know your co-workers, learned 
the office computer system and finally 
become eligible for the company retire-
ment plan, it's time to move again. 
So you move across the country and 
start over again, scouring the classified 
ads, polishing your resume and suffer-
ing through job interviews with a per-
son who doesn't want to hire and train 
a "transient" military spouse anyway. 
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ness operated from your home moves 
when you do. Plus, you can set your 
own hours and minimize trips to the day 
care for small kids. 
Selling items from the home or at 
parties hosted by others (Tupperware, 
Mary Kay Cosmetics, Discovery Thys, 
Christmas Around the World and Avon 
to name a few) have long been popular 
with military spouses. Selling gift bas-
kets, lingerie, vitamins and items that 
preserve photographs and keepsake 
memories are also gaining in popular-
ity. 
"They're not area restrictive," says 
Gay O'Hara, a military spouse who 
discovered the benefits of home sales 
2 112 years ago. "When I move I will 
pack UP mv business and take it with 
g..~ 
must reach. 
2) Sell a product you like. "You have 
to believe in the product," she said. "It 
has to be something you can stand be-
hind." 
3) Watch out for hidden costs asso-
ciated with joining a company. 
4) Be resilient. Some markets are 
harder to crack than others. 
THE TEMPORARY 
SOLUTION 
If working at home isn't 
your idea of the perfect por-
table career, try temporary em-
ployment agencies. They hire 
workers to fill in at various 
companies when permanent 
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If you want to bypass working with 
an agency, you can let area employers 
know you're interested in temporary 
employment by sending out business 
cards and resumes. You must, however, 
be able to prove to the employers that 
you have obtained independent con-
tractor status from the government for 
income tax purposes. If you don't have 
this status, employers will be reluctant 
to hire you because they are liable for 
any taxes you fail to pay. 
Opportunities abound for military 
spouses who want to work steadily. A 
visit to the Spouse Employment Assis-
tance Program (SEAP) is a must before 
you start a job search at your new duty 
station. There you can get career coun-
seling, job interview tips, help with a 
resume and leads on job openings for 
other favorites like nursing, teaching 
and retail sales. The SEAP office at the 
Naval Postgraduate School is located 
in the Family Service Center in the 
basement of Herrmann Hall. The 
spouse employment specialist there is 
LOCAL TEMPORARY 
AGENCIES 
Kelly Temporary Services 
585 Abrego 
372-8188 
Manpower Temporary Services 
680 Del Monte Shopping Ctc. 
646-1200 
Norrell Temporary Service 
IHarris Ct 
655-0164 
Paramount Staffing International 
26485 Carmel Rancho Blvd. 
626-5010 
Western Temporary Services 
484 LighthouseAve 
655-1171 
Oliver White, who is available from 8 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. weekdays. You can 
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EVENING AND SATURDAY 
APPOINTMENT AVAIlABLE 
Located in Laguna Plaza 
1130 Fremont Blvd, SEASIDE 
899-4444 
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Military \Nife creates an impression 
\Nith her O\Nn portable business 
By DENISE SHEPHERD 
It happens every time: Just when 
you get settled in to a new job in a new 
city, it's time for your military spouse 
to get orders to a new town where you 
will find yourself starting over from the 
bottom up. 
It's a game that's hard to win for a 
transient career woman -- or man. But 
it's a game at least one military spouse 
has vowed to win by making her own 
career and taking it with her. 
April Partida got tired of starting 
over every time she moved, so she de-
cided to become the boss of her own 
"portable" company. 
"His career came first," she said of 
her husband, Louie. "I asked myself, 
'What can I do so I don't have to start 
at the bottom, go job-hunting, the whole 
thing?' You have to prove yourself all 
over again every time you move. By the 
time you become super valuable to a 
company, it's time to move again. So I 
decided, if I put that much effort into 
my career, I might as well put it into 
my own thing." 
The problem was figuring out what 
her "own thing" was. Building on her 
background teaching sales and cus-
tomer service seminars, she decided to 
form a customer service evaluation ser-
vice in Monterey called Service Impres-
sions. 
"Customer service is a big issue in 
the '90s," Partida said "Businesspeople 
spend so much money on advertising 
to get customers in their store, but if 
the service is terrible, the customer 
won't come back." 
She helps businesspeople deter-
mine how effective their marketing ap-
proach is by providing a variety of ser-
vices. The most popular is "mystery 
shoppers;' where anonymous shoppers 
12 
are sentinto a busi-
ness establishment 
with a specific goal 
in mind and later 
fill out a report on 
the service they re-
ceive. 
The business 
people "want to 
know how the cus-
PARTIDA 
tomers are treated. Are employees fol-
lowing procedures? Do they try to sat-
isfy the customer? Is the training pay-
ing off?" she said. Employers can use 
the results of the reports to provide ad-
ditional training, or even to let some 
employees go and hire new ones. But 
many times the mystery shoppers find 
"yes, the employees are doing a great 
job. It's a nice way to pat them on the 
back. It can be motivational," she said. 
The reports can be valuable to the 
businesses when it comes time to ap-
ply for a loan, too, Partida said Banks 
are "thrilled" with service reports be-
cause they know businesses depend on 
repeat customers, she said. 
Partida custom designs reports to 
meet the needs of individual clients. 
"For example, a bank might want a re-
port on transactions, teller service, 
withdrawals, whether an employee will 
try to save an account when a customer 
tries to close it," she said. 
Service Impressions also provides 
customer service surveys in which 
Partida will contact previous custom-
ers to determine whether they were sat-
isfied with their shopping experience. 
Such a gesture not only provides valu-
able information to businesses; it also 
helps build a "relationship" between the 
customer and the business, she said. 
Partida's company also provides 
"honesty shopping" for cash-intensive 
businesses in which a shopper provided 
by Partida will make a small cash pur-
chase and try to leave the store without 
a receipt Later, the cash register is au-
dited to make sure the cash made it into 
the drawer. 
In addition to long-term contracts, 
she also provides one-time services for 
employers who think they may have a 
dishonest employee. 
"It's very fun," Partida said of her 
company. But she is quick to point out 
that running your own business is plenty 
of hard work, too. 
"You have to be motivated from 
within yourself," Partida said. "It is you 
you are selling. You are setting your-
self up for t)1e 'no' word. If you can't 
face it, don't attempt it" 
Setting up your own company 
doesn't happen overnight, either. 
Partida first got the idea of starting her 
own business when she was expecting 
her daughter, Seville, now 2. Her pre-
vious job entailed a lot of travel --
"which is fine when I didn't have chil-
dren," she said -- and she wanted some-
thing that would allow her to make a 
steady income but set her own sched-
ule. "You get to a point where you just 
have to take a deep breath and do it," 
she said. "You can think it to death." 
So in February 1994 she printed her 
first brochures and started her business 
-- almost a year and a half after she be-
gan conceptualizing the idea. 
"When you're not making money 
at first, people think it's a hobby. It's 
not It's a business, and you have to treat 
it like one," Partida said. 
She began slowly, working at an-
other job three days a week to help pay 
for baby-sitting and to meet the ex-
penses of getting a business going. Now, 
she's at a point where the income and 
commitments of her own business are 
forcing her to consider quitting her part-
time job to devote all her time to her 
company. 
"I truly believe that if I were dOing 
this exclusively, I could make $30,000 
a year," she said. Not shabby for a from-
the-ground-up enterprise that started 
only a year ago. 
While running your own company 
isn't for everyone, Partida recommends 
it -- especially for military spouses. 
"Military spouses have learned to 
be independent anyway" because of fre-
quent moves and deployments, she said. 
"I think anyone who's married to some-
one in the military and doesn't like 
starting over every time would find that 
having your own business is a great 
solution. 
"Our careers are always secondary. 
1his is a way to have the best of both 
worlds. I'll never go back to working 
for someone else," she said. 
Partida said anyone who is think-
ing of starting his or her own business 
might do well to follow a few words of 
wisdom she has learned along the way 
.-rhe ability to communicate effec-
"STATE OF THE ART" 
COSMETIC DENTISTRY 
- Custom Veneers 
- Bonding 
- Porcelain Crowns 
- Bleaching 
"It is you you ·are 
selling. You are set-
ting yourself up for 
the 'no' word. If you 
can't face it, don't 
attempt it." 
tively is imperative. "You have to be a 
chameleon," she said. You must adapt 
your message to your client and under-
stand who your customers are. You 
wouldn't show up to solicit business 
from a banker wearing blue jeans and 
a T-shirt. You must be able to relate to 
businesspeople and focus on what is 
important to them, she said. 
IIA business background is helpful, 
but not absolutely necessary. "You can 
hire an accountant -- which I highly rec-
ommend -- so you can devote your time 
to your business," Partida said. 
.You must have a good support 
system. You need the support offamily 
and friends as well as a network ofbusi-
,,"~\~L J. TUlt\r:b 
~f\>- D.D.S. ~~ 
()~ 
, ~l'LE 
FOR THE FAMILY 
375-1112 
ness contacts such as a print shop and 
accountants. 
."Do what you do weU, 'and hire 
the rest out," she recommended. 
.You must be self-motivated and 
self-disciplined. "You have to want it, 
and have the enthusiasm and the desire 
to have it," she said. "If I'm not hus-
tling, there's no income; there's no se-
curity net." 
.You must have a plan and the abil-
ity to picture your business as you want 
it to be. "The problem was not how to 
get there," she said. "It was, how was it 
going to be when I got there? You have 
to picture it when it's successful." 
When it comes time for the Partidas 
to move on to their next assignment, 
Service Impressions will be making the 
move, too. Partida is building her local 
clientele and plans to service them long 
distance after she is gone. "I chose this 
business to keep it with me wherever I 
go," she said. 
"It's going really well," Partida said. 
"I can do it! It's working, and it's mak-
ing me money." 
And in the long run, that may be just 
the kind of endorsement a working 
spouse can really relate to. 
·f 
- Children Over 3 
Welcome and Treated 
Lovingly 
- Use Your New Delta 
Dental Benefit Plan 
- Nitrous Oxide 
for Relaxation 
- VISA, Me, Amer. Ex. 
Payment Plans Available 
910 Major Sherman Lane, Suite 205 • Monterey 
(Behind Jack in the Boxl 
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Flight attendant finds hers is a 
Icompatible career' 
By RAMONA HAVERANECK 
My career as a flight attendant (for-
merly known as stewardess) has been 
an exceptional merge with that of my 
husband's as a Naval supply corps of-
ficer. I have been a flight attendant since 
1985 and met my husband aboard a 
DC-lO lUxury liner at approximately 
35,000 feet 1\vo months later we were 
engaged and seven months after that we 
were married. We have been mar-
ried now for almost seven years 
and our first child is due in April. 
When we met I was living in 
Chicago and he was attached to the 
(j .S.S. Fletcher, which was sitting in the 
Long Beach shipyard Before long, his 
ship transferred to San Diego. Since we 
were engaged by then, I had to transfer 
to the American Airlines base in San 
Diego as well. My transfer went 
through quickly. My husband and I 
decided to elope, so that when we did 
have our wedding in Minnesota he 
would be able to travel on the travel 
privileges held especially for and lim-
ited to my spouse. 
That was the beginning of our 
awareness of just how well these two 
careers would merge. Since then, we 
have had some really exciting times 
together mingling Navy business and 
pleasure with the benefits of my job. 
I was 21 when I began applying to 
the airlines for a job. I applied to them 
all . Some wanted photos; some wanted 
money like with a college application. 
Some even had very specific prerequi-
sites such as perfect vision and never 
having worked for a union. I really 
didn' t have a preference since I was so 
young and didn't know much about the 
industry or the job. I received applica-
tions from all of the major airlines, but 
was only granted two interviews. 
Several weeks later I was at the 
'" Dallas-Fort Worth Learning Center for 
five weeks of arduous training. It was 
so intense that alumni have renamed it 
14 
Barbie Boot Camp. After training I was 
assigned to a new city until I passed 
my probationary time; then I could ap-
ply for a transfer to the city of my 
choice. The only drawback: These 
transfers were awarded by seniority, so 
I stayed put for a while. 
I stayed in Chicago for about 2 112 
years before I was rescued by my hand-
some Navy officer. Then, to follow 
my husband, I applied to trans-
fer to American Airlines' most senior 
base in San Diego. I was laughed at and 
told that no flight attendants ever died 
there -- it would be a lifetime before I 
would ever get transferred. Two 
months later I was there. 
Since then, I have moved with my 
husband to Washington, D.C., and back 
to San Diego, and then to Monterey 
where I fly out of our San Francisco 
base with satellite bases in Oakland and 
San Jose. I have never had to quit my 
job and have been able to follow my 
husband all around the United States 
and to other parts of the world for plea-
sure, for the cost of a small service 
charge and taxes. I can't imagine two 
more compatible careers. 
The job itself mainly consists of 
two- and three-day trips away from 
home. I work from 12 to 14 days per 
month with the rest of the month off. 
This type of schedule helps keep our 
marriage new and exciting versus the 
daily grind of day in and day out, same 
old same old. It's also a great job for 
mothers because they get the chance to 
get away and take a break from the 
challenging job of motherhood, al-
lowing them one to two great 
nights of restful sleep, along with 
room service, a hot bath and 
maybe some uninterrupted shop-
ping or reading. 
Starting salary can be as little as 
$17,000 a year, but like any job, with 
seniority comes pay raises. You can 
expect to make about $30,000 at the 
nine-year mark -- but you have to re-
member that you only work half the 
year. Also, flight benefits are a big 
source of payback when you consider 
that few Navy families live near their 
immediate families . Also, immediate 
family members can fly on a space-
available basis for virtually the same 
discount as employees. 
If you decide to become a flight at-
tendant, you may find the job has its 
struggles at first because of the training 
time and the probation period. But in 
the end, it is a job you can keep forever, 
take with you wherever you go and work 
as much or as little as you want. 
Dentistry for Infants, 
Children & Teenagers 
MEMBERS: 
I.) - AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIA nON 
- AMERICAN ACADEMY OF 
PEDIATRIC DENTISTS 




J. Mark ~yless, John Faia III 
D.M.D. D.D.S. 
333 EI Dorado 
Monterey • 375-4892 
We specialize in the dental 
care of young people from 
birth to age 18 
Red Cross offers 
on-the-job training 
Did you know the American Red 
Cross provides job opportunities and 
on-the-job training? You can take ad-
vantage of a variety of opportunities 
available locally. 
First, volunteers must attend a Red 
Cross orientation session. Next, tell the 
officials what your interests and needs 
are. Red Cross workers will try to match 
your needs with an opening in a depart-
ment at the Presidio of Monterey, the 
POMAnnex or the Naval Postgraduate 
School that offers the kind of work you 
seek. Once a match is found, you may 
start to work as soon as you wish. 
The best part about working for Red 
Cross is you can set your own hours! 
Among the current openings that 
are available: 
• Secretarial: Keep your skills CUf-
rentorjoin 
the Red 
Cross team and receive new training. 
.scholastic: Take the Red Cross 
instructor course and become certified 
to teach CPR classes. Or, if you have 
an interest in disaster services, attend 
disaster courses at your leisure. 
~anagement: Take control of a 
volunteer program such as station chair-
man or casework chairman. Flex your 
management experience or fine-tune 
your skills. 
These are just a few of the posi-
tions now open. Th apply, call the Red 
Cross at 242-7801 or stop by the office 
at 1bird Avenue and 10th Street on the 
POMAnnex . 
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classes are for you 
If you're thinking of a career in the 
travel industry, the Carmel Unified 
School District offers .Classes to help 
you get flying in the right direction. 
Classes for training as a travel agent 
are under way through June 30 in the 
Carmel Travel Academy's Regional 
Occupational Program. Courses start at 
$25 for the basic travel careers class. 
Classes are available for beginners 
as well as travel professionals. Thpics 
include air fares and ticketing, using 
industry reference materials, airline 
computers, marketing and setting up a 
home-based operation as an indepen-
dent contractor. Field trips and guest 
speakers are featured, too. 
Registration information is avail-
able by calling 624-3544 or 384-6039. 
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Flight attendant finds hers is a 
Icompatible career' 
By RAMONA HAVERANECK 
My career as a flight attendant (for-
merly known as stewardess) has been 
an exceptional merge with that of my 
husband's as a Naval supply corps of-
ficer. I have been a flight attendant since 
1985 and met my husband aboard a 
DC-10 lUXury liner at approximately 
35,000 feet 1\vo months later we were 
engaged and seven months after that we 
were married. We have been mar-
ried now for almost seven years 
and our first child is due in April. 
When we met I was living in 
Chicago and he was attached to the 
U .S.S. Fletcher, which was sitting in the 
Long Beach shipyard Before long, his 
ship transferred to San Diego. Since we 
were engaged by then, I had to transfer 
to the American Airlines base in San 
Diego as well. My transfer went 
through quickly. My husband and I 
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Barbie Boot Camp. After training I was 
assigned to a new city until I passed 
my probationary time; then I could ap-
ply for a transfer to the city of my 
choice. The only drawback: These 
transfers were awarded by seniority, so 
I stayed put for a while. 
I stayed in Chicago for about 2 112 
years before I was rescued by my hand-
some Navy officer. Then, to follow 
my husband, I applied to trans-
fer to American Airlines' most senior 
base in San Diego. I was laughed at and 
told that no flight attendants ever died 
there -- it would be a lifetime before I 
would ever get transferred. 1\vo 
months later I was there. 
Since then, I have moved with my 
two- and three-day trips away from 
home. I work from 12 to 14 days per 
month with the rest of the month off. 
This type of schedule helps keep our 
marriage new and exciting versus the 
daily grind of day in and day out, same 
old same old. It's also a great job for 
mothers because they get the chance to 
get away and take a break from the 
challenging job of motherhood, al-
lowing them one to two great 
nights of restful sleep, along with 
room service, a hot bath and 
maybe some uninterrupted shop-
ping or reading. 
Starting salary can be as little as 
$17,000 a year, but like any job, with 
seniority comes pay raises. You can 
expect to make about $30,000 at the 
nine-year mark -- but you have to re-
member that you only work half the 
year. Also, flight benefits are a big 
source of payback when you consider 
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Dear Military Home Buyer, 
Relocating to Virginia Beach, Noifolk or Chesapeake? 
*Will the neighborhood meet my needs? 
*Does it fit my budget and financing limits? 
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The knowledge I have gained from 21 moves as a Naval 
Officer's Wife, can benefit you! I can be your personal 
resource for information on FAIR MARKET PRICING, 
COMMUNITIES, SCHOOLS, RENTALS AND LOCAL 
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I offer a MIUtuy HODle Buyers ProaraDl. This is 
a rebate from my commission and 112 % reduction in your 
loan origination fees. 
YOU CAN COUNT ON ME TO KEEP UP WITH A 
MILITARY MOVEn 
Judy Ready 
Military Relocation Specialist 
Million Dollar Sales Club 
Since 1985 
Red Cross offers 
on-the-job training 
Did you know the American Red 
Cross provides job opportunities and 
on-the-job training? You can take ad-
vantage of a variety of opportunities 
available locally. 
First, volunteers must attend a Red 
Cross orientation session. Next, tell the 
officials what your interests and needs 
are. Red Cross workers will try to match 
your needs with an opening in a depart-
ment at the Presidio of Monterey, the 
POMAnnex or the Naval Postgraduate 
School that offers the kind of work you 
seek. Once a match is found, you may 
start to work as soon as you wish. 
The best part about working for Red 
Cross is you can set your own hours! 
Among the current openings that 
are available: 
• Secretarial: Keep your skills cur-
rentorjoin 
the Red 
Cross team and receive new training. 
.scholastic: Take the Red Cross 
instructor course and become certified 
to teach CPR classes. Or, if you have 
an interest in disaster services, attend 
disaster courses at your leisure. 
lIManagement: Take control of a 
volunteer program such as station chair-
man or casework chairman. Flex your 
management experience or fine-tune 
your skills. 
These are just a few of the posi-
tions now open. To apply, call the Red 
Cross at 242-7801 or stop by the office 




501 EI Dorado Ave. 
Monterey. CA 93940 
(408) 373-1735 
"Highly Trained in Early Childhood Development" 







Daily 9-6 p.m, 
Sat. & Sun, 9-5 p,m, 
Ages: 2 - 6 yrs old 
Hours: 7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
QUALITY NEW II USED 
BICYC,LES BICYCLES FOR 






classes are for you 
If you're thinking of a career in the 
travel industry, the Carmel Unified 
School District offers ,Classes to help 
you get flying in the right direction. 
Classes for training as a travel agent 
are under way through June 30 in the 
Carmel Travel Academy's Regional 
Occupational Program. Courses start at 
$25 for the basic travel careers class. 
Classes are available for beginners 
as well as travel professionals. Thpics 
include air fares and ticketing, using 
industry reference materials, airline 
computers, marketing and setting up a 
home-based operation as an indepen-
dent contractor. Field trips and guest 
speakers are featured, too. 
Registration information is avail-
able by calling 624-3544 or 384-6039. 
Home of the 
"Adult Five-Nap~ Burger" 
and Parlor Car Cocktails 
••• Voted Best in Monterey County 
by MedU It Customers! 
All htlndmod. of luff IiHI, pocmd to OUl' ~p«jf'/C"tiorts, 
grill coole.d 10 ,dll;" tlU fflltll,tIljllicu, ~UHtI.ilh (ria.. 
18 DIFFERENT BURGERS! 
And start your day with one of our ••• 
BREAKFASTS: 
(coffee served FREE wilh 011 complete brnkfosls) 
lREAlCF AST DAIL r. 1:00 AM -11:00 AM 
(SAT &t SUN TIL 12:00 PM) 
LUNCH k DINNER DAlLY TIL 9 PM 
(WINI'ER ONLY-<:LOSED AT 8 PM SUN-lHURS) 
(SUNDAYS TIL 8:00 PM) 
'AlIWR c.u. ax:JCrA1l.S: 
MaII-lHURS 11 AM -10 PM 
FRI &t SAT 11 AM -11 PM &tSUN lOAM -9 PM 
No C'Hil (Amu Acc.plH 
FREMOmSfATlON· MONTEREY 
2329 North Fremont. 655-1941 
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Career planning help is 
at your fingertips 
If you are new to the Monterey Pen-
insula and need help with career plan-
ning, your first stop should be the Fam-
ily Service Center at Herrmann Hall. 
The center offers the Transition 
Assistance Management Program and 
the Spouse Employment Assistance 
Program to help military spouses evalu-
ate their interests and abilities; develop 
a list of occupations to explore; iden-
tify education goals related to compat-
ible occupations; and compile extensive 
information about your job of choice. 
Both programs utilize the Discover 
Guidance software, a computer-based 
career planning and information system 
to support mature decision-making. 
Relocating spouses coming to the 
Monterey Peninsula find it difficult if 
not impossible to find jobs in their cho-
sen career fields, according to informa-
tion provided by Oliver White of the 
Family Service Center. The center has 
many requests for vocational counsel-
ing in seeking new careers or suitable 
"portable skills." 
The computerized Discovery soft-
ware helps job-seekers save time by 
getting one-on-one service without 
reading a lot of reference materials. 
The mid-30s and early 40s are rec-
ognized as a growth period where many 
people consider career changes. Many 
of the spouses in that category find the 
software helpful, he said. 
Also, because of limited educa-
tional opportunities on the Peninsula, 
the program is a valuable tool for re-
searching and referencing information 
about local and statewide education in-
stitutions, he said. 
The Discovery program is available 
full-time in a room reserved for educa-
tional and reference library materials 
in the Family Service Center. For as-
sistance, call the center at 646-3141. 
Family & Cosmetic Dentistry 
LOIS ELLEN LAGIER, D.D.S. 
CYNTIllA TIECHNER, D.D.S. 
Delta Dental Benefit Plan 





Call 899-1 407 
Dr. Charles R. Linkenbach, D.D.S. 
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General Dentistry 
A practice philosophy of conservative, 
quality, restorative and cosmetic dentistry 
CAPTAIN Linkenbach was formerly the Director of the 
Naval Postgraduate School Dental Department 
1010 Cass Street • Suite C-l 
372-8011 
Housing rules govern 
in-home businesses 
If you live in military hous-
ing, there are a few regula-
tions you may want to keep 
in mind as you go about 
setting up your own busi-
ness. 
Whether you are an 
entrepreneur with visions 
of a vast business empire and your 
name in lights, or you prefer the struc-
ture of an established home-sales com-
pany such as Thpperware, Discovery 
Toys, baskets, stamps or kitchen wares, 
these guidelines furnished by the La 
Mesa Housing Office will help you 
avoid hassles with military rules. 
.commercial enterprises are pro-
hibited in government quarters or on 
the premises. "Department of Defense 
regulations prohibit use of quarters as 
a show room or store for the sale of 
goods or services." However, "normal" 
horne enterprises such as "Avon, 
Thpperware, cookware sales, jewelry 
sales/parties, etc. are acceptable." A li-
cense is required from the Director of 
Military Operations at 656-2406, the 
guidelines state. 
lINavy regulations state that autho-
rized horne enterprises must be "in 
good taste and conducive 
to community atmo-
sphere." Solicitation of 
sales to subordinates is 
prohibited. Advertising 
that alters the appear-
ance, tranquility or 
safety of the neighborhood are not al-
lowed. 
"eriodic baby-sitting for a friend 
or neighbor is allowed, but if you want 
to provide child care on a regular full-
time or part-time basis and receive pay-
ment for services, you must be trained 
horne care providers. Information is 
available by calling 656-2821. 
.Yard sales and garage sales are 
prohibited. Community yard sales are 
held each quarter at La Mesa and the 
POMAnnex. 
.Services not permitted include 
"barber shops, beauty shops, gun 
shops, auto repair or upholstery shops, 
TV repair shops and the production for 
sale of items such as ceramics, etc." 
.aefore you embark upon any ac-
tivity which might be construed as a 
service not permitted in your home, call 
the Staff Judge Advocate at 656-2506. 
~ .... I~(JC~11 '1' IN c;? 
D.C. -- NOR'rUERN VlIIGIN'1A 
Call roll Free 1-
Fl££ mOCAnON PACKAt£!! 
We provide award-wm"i"Q mfo ot1 
bUyb1Q, rartlttg, fitw1cmg, schools, 
MlGhborhoods, " Ittuch Ittore! 
.... ___ Ity 
ssoclates" 
~~~:::~'USIINC. 
1993 WAR Top Producer 
Military Relocations Expert 
S4DD 5htJWnee Rd .. Suite 2D3. Alexandria. VA 22312 
MASSAGE tHERAPY 
REDUCES STRESS 
If you have: 
" sore, tired muscles 
" chronic stress 
" mental tension 
" or just want to unwind 
then you need a massage! 
Massage . .. 
is more than a lUxury . . . 
il is a beauliful way 10 release physical and 
mcnlallension. II will relu and soothe away 
the Slress and slrain of everyday living. 
Call for an appointment today. 
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Following i\ 
are excer~ts \~. 
from an art'cle ····~ ... ,.::::: 
published in the 
November 1994 issue of Pro-
ceedings, a publication of the U.S. 
Naval Institute. Its author is a Navy 
commander who is attending the Na-
val Postgraduate Schoot where he is 
enrolled in the ITM curriculum. He has 
completed operational tours in the F-
14, F -15 and F fA -18 aircraft. Readers 
may forward comments to him via e-
mail at renorris@nps.navy.mil. 
By ROBERT E. NORRIS 
Is there any event in the history of 
armed conflict more conten-
tious than the subject of in-
Trust Us 
vested interest in your success. Best 
of all, the corporation gains complete 
ownership of any new ideas, inventions 
or techniques. Not a bad deal. Let's 
face it. Our services can stand a fresh 
look and women certainly bring a dif-
ferent perspective. This anecdote may 
help make the point: 
Thcked in a comer recliner in the 
living room of a ski resort bed and 
breakfast, I quietly watched as three 
men struggled with damp wood to build 
a fire for their mates. The mood was 
primal. The elder had constructed a 
great pile of logs which resisted his 
every attempt to incinerate. Rudely 
pushed aside by the heir apparent, he 
sulked while watching his handiwork 
ripped asunder and rebuilt with much 
'I ' •. ~I A7/ 
'l it;' ~", ) and 
"':' 'I' ttl ... 7 ,.-~:, J:'i .. ,~/ • ~ ''''''':;;;;,;;.-~::.<:::!/ j/ unammous 
...... _ ..... -_. I aug h t e r 
joined the fire to 
warm the chilly room. 
When it's all said and done, the abil-
ity to appreciate irony and laugh at our-
selves is key to our survival. I have 
watched fighter pilots, who have 
bravely logged scores of night carrier 
landings, grow pale at the thought of 
being bagged during air combat maneu-
vering training or beaten in carrier -land-
ing grades by a female pilot. Gentle-
men, it is going to happen. If you stay 
in this business long enough, some day 
a female is going to best you in your 
area of expertise. If you don't have the 
capability to see the humor in the situa-
tion, you can choke on that 
pride. Here's a personal 
tegrating women into com-
bat roles? This emotional 
debate spurred normally 
tight-lipped, steely-eyed 
warriors to impassioned ora-
tory. A call to arms was is-
sued and the boys rallied 
Civilian and military leaders should 
back off and trust their people -- men 
and women -- to carry out policy and 
story: 
The daily flight sched-
ule arrived and my name 
was matched for air combat 
maneuvering on an instru-
mented range with a tal-
around the flag -- but, alas, 
the flagpole was at the Las 
Vegas Hilton. In the after-
math, our services raised a white flag 
and opened their formations to female 
integration. Pro, con or ambivalent, we 
are together embarked on a historic 
journey. What happens next may well 
be up to you. 
Imagine yourself as the chief execu-
tive officer of a major competitive cor-
poration. In the door walks a consult-
ant who claims. to be able to infuse ev-
ery level of your organization with suc-
cessful, motivated personnel who bring 
a completely new perspective to strat-
egy, management and problem solving. 
For a moderate financial investment, 
you gain a fresh, o9jective look at how 
you conduct business by people with a 
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carry on. 
flourish. It, too, sputtered pitifully. The 
women groaned. Tension mounted; 
manly honor was at stake. Meanwhile, 
one woman slipped away unnoticed. 
Sensing conflict, the intellectual male 
entered the fray and began to dismem.! 
ber a phone book, thrusting page after 
page into the fire. It was getting seri-
ous. Soon blame would be affixed, for 
the prospect for a romantic evening was 
as dim as the tiny flame. The woman 
returned, carrying a small object. In-
credulously, the men watched as she 
plugged in a hair dryer and pointed it 
at their sad pyre. Instantly, the flame 
built. Within 60 seconds a fire roared. 
Faced with the options of anger or hu-
mility, the men surrendered their pride, 
ented young aviator who 
had once been my student. 
I walked to my jet with an 
unaccustomed burden of dread. Fortu-
nately, once airborne, I realized thatifl 
didn't settle down this kid would have 
me for lunch in two to three turns. 
Heeding that instinct worked: The fight 
lasted six turns. By then my nemesis 
was patiently herding me into a corner. 
During the flight home, I marveled at 
the metamorphosis of this aviator. He 
was smooth and confident, his poise far 
removed from his eager student per-
sona. On deck, I was humbled to see 
the impact of this victory in his face. 
Potential finally realized, a grateful and 
mature young fighter pilot stood before 
me with eyes that showed respect for a 
teacher that had done his job well. My 
sheepish grin turned to laughter. It was 
ing those very 
a good day to die. professional peers as terrain fraught values we have 
Integrity and with land mines, we'll never bridge the been entrusted to 
courage are essential '\ ~ gender gap. At best we will achieve a 'I ; defend. Females, 
elements of our war- \~~~ .~~/, tenuouscease-firewithalltheharmonY ./i/ :~J as individuals, must 
rior heritage. Being " ""-' of the Korean demilitarized zone. ... ........ -.. -~ , be given the opportunity 
truthful and brave requires us to ac- Unfortunately, our strategy to de- to meet established standards ofperfor-
knowledge and honor our fears. The in- fuse the situation is fundamentally mance or they will not gain appropriate 
tegration of women is threalening. Our flawed. Rather than acknowledge and self-confidence nor the trust of their 
objections reflect our anxiety. accept women as individuals, we at- peers. A vIvid example: 
Interestingl y, the objection which tempt to reshape the female warrior into When a female recently failed in her 
resonates most clearly in the aviation a bastard reflection of our own image. first attempt at FI A-18 carrier qualifi-
community, and I suspect in other op- Too familiar is the sad example of cations, there was an immediate flurry 
erational arenas, is: What will happen someone's young, impressionable of satellite communiquts to the ship 
to the ready room? daughter transformed into an obnox- from flag officers and their staffs de-
It is in the ready room, or its equiva- ious, smOking, cussing, vuigar carica- manding explanation and justification. 
lent, that warriors recharge their energy, ture of a soldier, who, in desperation to Imagine the incredible pressure on both 
and macabre humor vents fear of fail- belong, has sacrificed her own identity. this young aviator and the landing sig-
ure and death. An uninitiated observer It's so unnecessary and shames us. We nal officer who made the tough decision. 
might shudder at the sight of a roomful cannot afford to extinguish the femi - Her performance did not meet the es-
of aviators laughingly tormenting the nine creativity and strength of our new tablished criteria __ period. She did not 
poor souls who nervousl y prepare to fly warriors. Allowed to realize their po- let down her country, fail the feminist 
at night in horrific weather. Far from movement or suffer prejudice. Under 
unhealthy, that laughter is a bond that "-"1 ['-"1 ~ ['-~ rl normal conditions, this pilot would qui-
acknowledges both their fear and cour- r '[""U ~ ~ etly be given additional training, 
age while celebrating the insanity ~ , . J' '1 ~ ~ ~ some good-natured ribbing and, if 
it takes to willinj!Jy risk it all. In ,"""'-'" "---"' I~ . .1 '\. . /~ "hA'" "lu"b," .. nathArclVln£'A.tn..tbr.nU1 
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are excerpts \'-~_ 
fro . I \ .~;.-.~ m an antc e ·· ...... · ~ .:!i-_.::::. . . ;- 'I{f>l.,;::;;;.;~ 
published in the 
November 1994 issue of Pro-
ceedings, a publication of the U.S. 
Naval Institute. Its author is a Navy 
commander who is attending the Na-
val Postgraduate Schoo~ where he is 
enrolled in the ITM curriculum. He has 
completed operational tours in the F-
14, F-15 and F fA -18 aircraft. Readers 
may forward comments to him via e-
mail at renorris@nps.navy.mil. 
By ROBERT E. NORRIS 
Is there any event in the history of 
armed conflict more conten-
tious than the subject of in-
tegrating women into com-
,..." . . ... 
Trust Us 
vested interest in your success. Best 
of all, the corporation gains complete 
ownership of any new ideas, inventions 
or techniques. Not a bad deal. Let's 
face it Our services can stand a fresh 
look and women certainly bring a dif-
ferent perspective. TIlis anecdote may 
help make the point 
Thcked in a comer recliner in the 
living room of a ski resort bed and 
breakfast, I quietly watched as three 
men struggled with damp wood to build 
a fire for their mates. The mood was 
primal. The elder had constructed a 
great pile of logs which resisted his 
every attempt to incinerate. Rudely 
pushed aside by the heir apparent, he 
sulked while watching his handiwork 
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joined the fire to 
warm the chilly room. 
When it's all said and done, the abil-
ity to appreciate irony and laugh at our-
selves is key to our survival. I have 
watched fighter pilots, who have 
bravely logged scores of night carrier 
landings, grow pale at the thought of 
being bagged during air combat maneu-
vering training or beaten in carrier -land-
ing grades by a female pilot. Gentle-
men, it is going to happen. If you stay 
in this business long enough, some day 
a female is going to best you in your 
area of expertise. If you don't have the 
capability to see the humor in the situa-
tion, you can choke on that 
pride. Here's a personal 
~t(\rv ' 
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a good day to die. 
Integrity and 
courage are essential " 
elements of our war- \~;~. 
~~= 
rior heritage. Being 
truthful and brave requires us to ac-
knowledge and honor our fears. The in-
tegration of women is threalening. Our 
objections reflect our anxiety. 
Interestingly, the objection which 
resonates most clearly in the aviation 
community, and I suspect in other op-
erational arenas, is: What will happen 
to the ready room? 
It is in the ready room, or its equiva-
lent, that warriors recharge their energy, 
and macabre humor vents fear of fail-
ure and death. An uninitiated observer 
might shudder at the sight of a roomful 
of aviators laughingly tormenting the 
poor souls who nervously prepare to fly 
at night in horrific weather. Far from 
unhealthy, that laughter is a bond that 
acknowledges both their fear and cour-
age while celebrating the insanity 
it takes to willingly risk it all. In 
the shadow of political correctness, 
we are in danger of losing this sacred 
rite. Without the safe haven of the ready 
room, the pressures of high risk, high 
visibility and family separation can 
become overwhelming and even lethal. 
In our efforts to control every as-
pect of female integration we risk 
smothering the warrior spirit A symp-
tom of its near-terminal illness is the 
recent release of the administration's 
definition of sexual harassment. It 
should be inconceivable that we would 
need thousands of words of "legalese" 
to define something so basic as mutual 
respect. By hiding behind legal defini-
tions we avoid personal responsibility 
and mock ourselves. The issue is 
blindingly simple: intent If one in-
tends harm or cruelty, then even a pa-
tronizing "good morning" can be hurt-
ful and destructive. If intent is pure, 
than any misunderstanding can be re-
solved in a system based upon integ-
rity and honor. As long as men continue 
to view their relationships with female 
professional peers as terrain fraught 
with land mines, we'll never bridge the 
gender gap. At best we will achieve a 
tenuous cease-fire with all the harmony 
of the Korean demilitarized rone. 
Unfortunately, our strategy to de-
fuse the situation is fundamentally 
flawed. Rather than acknowledge and 
accept women as individuals, we at-
tempt to reshape the female warrior into 
a bastard reflection of our own image. 
Too familiar is the sad example of 
someone's young, impressionable 
daughter transformed into an obnox-
ious, smoking, cussing, vulgar carica-
ture of a soldier, who, in desperation to 
belong, has sacrificed her own identity. 
It's so unnecessary and shames us. We 
cannot afford to extinguish the femi-
nine creativity and strength of our new 
warriors. Allowed to realize their po-
tential in a healthy, competitive envi-
ronment, their vital contributions will 
balance, not replace, those of their male 
counterparts. 
The concepts of equal opportunity 
and fairness must acknowledge and em-
brace our differences and be adminis-
tered with honesty and vision. The es-
sential element missing from the equa-
tion as it now stands is trust Many men 
simply do not believe that the standards 
of performance and conduct are being 
applied fairly. In our haste to conform 
to policy, we are in danger of corrupt-
ing those very 
values we have 
been entrusted to 
defend. Females, 
.n as individuals, must 
.......... _ ... :..- ;., be given the opportunity 
to meet established standards of perfor-
mance or they will not gain appropriate 
self-confidence nor the trust of their 
peers. A vivid example: 
When a female recently failed in her 
first attempt at FI A-I8 carrier qualifi-
cations, there was an immediate flurry 
of satellite communiqu~s to the ship 
from flag officers and their staffs de-
manding explanation and justification. 
Imagine the incredible pressure on both 
this young aviator and the landing sig-
nal officer who made the tough decision. 
Her performance did not meet the es-
tablished criteria .- period. She did not 
let down her country, fail the feminist 
movement or suffer prejudice. Under 
normal conditions, this pilot would qui-
etly be given additional training, 
some good-natured ribbing and, if 
she's "lucky," another chance to throw 
herself at the back of a ship at night. 
Herein lies the key. Combat readiness 
is the great equalizer. That airplane, 
tank or ship doesn't care about your 
gender, ethnic background or blood 
type. It simply demands your total com-
mitment. When the stakes are high, 
there is no room for unnecessary dis-
traction. The punishment for ignoring 
this fact is always painful and some-
times lethal. 
The time has arrived for our civil-
ian and senior military leadership to 
back off and trust their people to carry 
out policy, without quotas and overzeal-
ous staff interest. We are your soldiers, 
sailors, airmen and Marines. We have 
our orders and we know our duty. We 
welcome those that share our commit-
ment to fairly earn our trust and respect. 
Just bring a sense of humor friend --
because it's a dark and stormy night out 
there. 
Reprinted with permission from frJc 
ceedinis. e (1994) U.S. Naval 
Institute. 
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Hearst's mansion takes visitors back to yesteryear 
By eAPI KLEIN 
Being a stu~ent at the Naval Post-
graduate School where visions of 
Monterey's majestic beauty constantly 
fill one's gaze is tough duty. Thousands 
oftourists flock to the very area where 
we have to live for roughly two years. 
It's no surprise that our sublime loca-
tion will bring an influx of friends and 
relatives to our homes to enjoy all Cen-
tral California has to offer. 
Before you cause yourself to have 
a bad hair day over where to take your 
company, let me tell you about this 
great little (yeah, right) place I found. 
view of ornate homes built in 
the early 1900s. The 20-
minute segment on a place 
called La Cuesta Encantada in 
San Simeon, Calif., was by far 
the most interesting. 
The Enchanted Hill was 
owned by the influential pub-
lisher William Randolph 
Hearst. To say Hearst was a 
millionaire is putting it lightly. 
He published all of the major 
newspapers and magazines of 
the 1920s and made it a point 
to be involved in the film ca-
reer of his mistress, actress 
Marion Davies. 
During my Aunt Patsy and Uncle 
Leo's recent visit, I had no idea where 
to take them after the customary 
Monterey Wharf/Aquarium/Bixby 
Bridge/Big Sur tour. Uncle Leo's a big 
eater when he's idle. I knew if I didn't 
find somewhere to take him, he'd eat 
through the wall that divides us from 
our quadruplex neighbors just for some-
thing to do. 
Hearst spent nearly 30 
years in close correspondence 
with his architect, Julia Mor-
gan, creating his palace. It is 
a unique place tour guides, 
their Significant others and 
guests should not miss in be-
tween power studying days. 
[[you 're stressed out over where to take your 
company, give the Hearst Castle a try. La Cuesta 
Encantada is about a three-hour drive south on 
Highway 1, but is worth the trip. 
I thank my lucky stars that my hus-
band was completing his nightly TV 
remote scan and landed on the Discov-
ery Channel. We became quite inter-
ested in the special giving a brief over-
The three-hour drive south 
to San Simeon along the Pacific Coast 
Highway is breathtaking. Upon cruis-
ing into a parking space near the visi-
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tors' center of this State Historical 
Monument, the mystique of the castle 
nestled within the Santa Lucia Moun-
tains captures one's attention instantly. 
However, unless one's hearty tour guide 
has provided a morsel to munch on dur-
ing the car trip. Hearst's famished visi-
tors should head for the food facility 
which proVides an array of tasty meals. 
If you have not already done so by 
phone, purchase your tickets to see the 
castle prior to eating as there will prob-
ably be some lag time before the next 
tour. (Reservations can be made prior 
to arrival by calling 1-800-444-4445. 
Adult tickets are $14; children age 6-
12 get in for $8.) Four separate tours 
are offered to the public as well as an 
evening tour that is available during the 
spring and fall. 
The first tour is a wonderful eye-
opener for first-time guests to Hearst 
Castle. It shows the 345,000 gallon out-
door Neptune Pool, the gold-lined in-
door Roman Pool, Casa del Sol (the 18-
room guest cottage), the gardens which 
are close to the beauty Monet captures 
on canvas, and the five rooms on the 
ground floor of Casa Grande, the main 
house. 
Hearst loved collecting a variety of 
opulent objects such as silver, Gothic 
tapestries, Greek pots, armor, English 
furniture and Spanish art from the 16th 
and 17th centuries. Aunt Patsy still talks 
about the way Hearst arranged these 
objects in an overpowering "hodge-
podge." Of course, Uncle Leo was in-
fatuated with Hearst's 24-seater ban-
quet table where every fourth place set-
ting had jars of mustard, ketchup 
(Uncle Leo's favorite) and pickles. 
If you are not "castled out," you 
may wish to go on another tour while 
you are at the Enchanted Hill. Thur Two 
yields insight into Casa del Monte, the 
10-room guest cottage, and the north 
wing of Casa Grande as well as the 
North Terrace. Tour Four, which is only 
available from April through October, 
displays Casa Del Mar, which is the 
largest guest cottage, the wine cellar 
and the dressing rooms of Neptune 
Pool. 
In addition to these four tours, an 
evening tour is available during the 
spring and fall seasons whereby guests 
may see the castle illuminated by hun-
dreds of historic light fixtures. 
Hearst would be pleased to know 
the California Park Service is doing a 
sensational job at giving each visitor a 
glimpse of the grandeur La Cuesta 
Encantada met with in its heyday. They 
even decorate the castle during the holi-
day season. 
On the 15-minute bus ride up to the 
Enchanted Hill, music of the '20s fills 
the passengers' ears taking them back 
to the time when such celebrities as 
Amelia Earhart, Clark Gable and Cary 
Grant strolled the grounds. All of the 
big stars of that time wanted an invita-
tion to Hearst's home, which was simi-
lar to the modem resorts of our day with 
its small zoo filled with exotic animals, 
horseback riding and an indoor as well 
as an outdoor pool among other things 
to snare the guests' attention. 
But along with all of these fun ac-
tivities 01' W.R. enforced three stipula-
tions on his guests which he himself 
did not always abide by: Visitors were 
allowed a maximum of two alcoholic 
beverages during the cocktail hour, all 
use of profanity was prohibited and 
there was absolutely no opportunity for 
guests to carry on illicit affairs as shar-
ing bedrooms at Hearst Castle was not 
permitted. (Hearst's estranged wife 
lived in New York while he carried on 
an affair with actress Marion Davies for 
20-some-odd years). 
Errol Flynn was asked to leave af-
ter only three hours as he had broken 
all the rules. Apparently guests were so 
thrilled to be frolicking on the castle's 
grounds that they were more than happy 
to carry out Hearst's wishes. They all 
certainly appeared to be having an ex-
cellent time in one of Hearst's home 
movies that is shown in his own dam-
ask-lined theater at the conclusion of 
Tour One. 
I certainly hope your appetite has 
been whetted. La Cuesta Encantada is 
every bit as charming as it sounds, and 
what better gift could you give your 
Valentine? Missing the Enchanted Hill 
would be letting a delightful heap of 
California history pass you by. After you 
first tour you can be sure you'11 want to 
return again to delve deeper into the 
lives of William Randolph Hearst, 
Marion Davies and the place where they 
loved to entertain the glamorous stars 
of their era. 
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Temporary ~~ ~ By SHERI BYRD 
The California premier wine grow-
ing areas of the Napa and Sonoma val-
leys are a sight not to be missed during 
a tour at NPS. These beautiful regions 
just north of San Francisco do tend to 
cater to the high-end tourist crowd, but 
a fabulous, fun, family weekend get-
away - on a reasonable budget - is pos-
sible if you know where to stop. 
My family recently broke in our 
new conversion van on a three-day, two-
night spin through the region which we 
all really enjoyed. Total expenses for 
food, lodging, gas and entertainment for 
this Wine Country Weekend Getaway 
came to a very affordable $275. (Plus 
$90 on new CD-Rom disks.) 
DAY 1: Drove High-
way 1 north to Highway 
17 north to the Santa 
Clara/Sunnyvale 
area, about 90 
minutes, where we 
made our first stop at a 
couple of the computer 
outletstores. NewCD-Roms 
for all at great prices: flight games for 
Dad, a family medical reference for 
Mom, and pre-school games for the 
kids. Names of stores and directions 
can be found in the free publications at 
local computerstores. Continued on 
Highway 280 north (usually less traf-
fic than 101) to San Francisco. Crossed 
the Golden Gate Bridge and continued 
on 101 north to Petaluma, about 35 
miles north of San Francisco. 
Lodging in this beautiful Victorian 
town is less than in the more tourist-
ish areas and it is not far from the wine 
Valleys. Motel 6 is clean and comfort-
able at $36 a night for two adults and 
two children. If)IQU 're really on a bud-
get, there's the Petaluma Coast Guard 
Training Center, where a very small 
22 
Quarters room with ~ 
one bed and a bath runs 
$20 a night with military 
10. 
After checking in at the mo-
tel, we drove to the historical down-
town area along the 
Petaluma River. At the end of a 
footbridge crossing the river is a casual 
Mexican restaurant called Que Pasa, in 
the Golden Eagle Shopping Center. 
Outdoor seating on the terrace over-
looks the river, the yacht club and the 
paddle-wheeled riverboat landing. The 
boats and the river on the warm autumn 
evening, plus low menu prices and great 
food, made for a very nice evening. 
DAY 2: Ate breakfast at the pan-
cake house by our motel. Drove High-
way 116 east to Highway 12 north to 
Sonoma, about 18 miles. On Highway 
12, just as you drive into 




a real 114 
scale steam en-
gine and train 
takes riders through 
10 acres of landscaped 
park, filled with trees, animals, bridges, 
lakes, tunnels, waterfalls and a scale 
model old-west town where all can dis-
embark and feed the animals. , 
At $2.80 for adults and $1.90 for 
children and seniors, this stop is a real 
family fun bargain. The park is open 
from 10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily June to 
September, and Friday through Sunday 
during October through May. 
We took Highway 12 straight into 
the center of town to Sonoma Plaza. 
This magnificent park is lined with his-
torical buildings over a century old and 
has a great shaded playground for the 
kids. During the summer, music and 
theater productions are performed in 
the plaza's outdoor theater. Several 
delis and restaurants around the 
plaza sell picnic lunches to be en-
joyed in the shady plaza or on the 
landscaped grounds of many of 
the wineries. 
TIle Feed Store restaurant, open 
for breakfast and lunch only, has 
outdoor seating, reasonable 
". ~. prices, and was highly recom-
,.. ~ mended to me, although we 
y .". ~ didnot stop there.From 
~ there, we 
~ headed out 
\ ~ of town the 0v. way 
we came, ~try 
south on Highway 
12 to Highway 116 east, 
until we reached Highway 29 at 
Napa. As you approach the intersec-
tion, you drive through the Cameros 
wine district, dominated by the 
Domaine Cameros Winery palace on 
the south side of Highway 116. 
We move the length of the valley, 
heading north on Highway 29. The 
drive through thepretty little wine towns 
is nice, but traffic can be slow. The hills 
on either side of the valley are dotted 
with European-like castles and Medi-
terranean-style temples of the area's 
premier wineries. 
A nice stop is V. Sattui winery, right 
on the highway between the Rutherford 
and St. Helena. This beautiful winery 
has a deli with complimentary wine tast-
ing and park-like shaded picnic grounds 
where children can run and play. 
Almost at the end of the valley (if 
you reach Calistoga, you've gone too 
far), we turned right on Dunaweal Lane 
to reach Sterling Vineyards. Its white 
church-like walls with stained glass and 
bell towers are unmistakable, perched 
on a hill in the center of the Valley. In 
the parking lot, we boarded a sky-tram 
for a fun, quick ride to the hilltop win-
ery and gift shop. 
The best thing about this stop is it secutive weekends, tens of thousands discount tickets to the event for $5 off 
is free for U.S. military members with of people travel back in time to Eliza- the adult admission price of $16.50. 
!D. Guests of military members receive bethan-era England and an old-tyme Next year the Faire will be moving to 
a $1 discount off the usual $6 cost. shire fair. So many people were in cos- a new site. Look for brochures at 
At the top, we followed the self- tume, it really felt authentic. MWR or call 1-800-52-FAIRE for 
guided tour. Our little ones enjoyed Four outdoor theaters presented ,more information. 
seeing the huge rooms full of the tre- constant entertainment for all ages. After about a two-hour drive 
mendous vats and barrels, and we got Giant tree-mounted swings and a home, we returned by around 4 p.m., 
to see an actual pressing in progress _ wooden merry-go-round were great fun exhausted, but having had a wonder-
in large steel, mechanical vats _ not the for kids. Hundreds of vendors hawked ful time and having collected some 
foot-stomping kind. wares typical of the time. great memories. 
The view of the valley from the But best of all was the live, full- For more information, 
terrace is unbeatable, and a d contact jousting 0$ 
complimentary tast- n. ~ ~I ~ ~ _ . \1-\ 
iog is available " ~ \.(/j h h n ~ov e ~hose ~ (b ~n~~~us_ It · T e contact the Sonoma Valley 
~n~ 21 tom armor demonstrated their Visitors Bureau, (707) 996-1090, or "" in the gift skill in several exercises, then rode full the Napa Valley Conference & Visi-shop. The vineyard tilt into each other, their shields glanc- tors Bureau, (707) 226-7459. Note: is open daily from 10:30 ing the blows of their opponent's lance. The two areas seem to beinsuch com-
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The skill of riders and horses was amaz- petition with one another, itis diffi-
We drove back down the Napa ing. These were no weekend medieval cult to find guide information coyer-
Valley along the east side of the river, warriors. The NPS MWR office offers ing both. 
on Silverado Trail. The valley of vines 
was an awesome sight in the light of 
the late afternoon sun. 
In the evening, we drove back to 
Sonoma, played in the plaza park a 
while, breezed through a few gift shops, 
then had dinner in the Coffee Garden. 
They have sandwiches, salads and spe-
cialty coffees and teas at good prices. 
And again, since we had the kids, we 
opted for outdoor seating in the historic 
home garden of General Mariano 
Vallejo, who founded the town. 
Dinner was great. We then headed 
back to Petaluma and had a 40-minute 
jump on the drive home the next day. 
DAY 3: Breakfast at the pancake 
house again - yum. Drove Highway 
101 south to Novato and turned on 
Highway 37 to Black 
Point Forest and the 
Renaissance Plea-
sure Faire. This is 
a semi-annual 
event that is defi-
nitely worth a 
visit. Twice a 
year, in spring and 
fall, for eight con-
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Heirioom Baskets & Poaery 
Chris D' Atalio 
<..as> 384-3788 
233 Beach Read Marina, CA 
CERTIFIED 
CHILD CARE PROVIDER 
NOW TAKING CHILDREN AGES 
2 AND UP FOR FULL-TIME, PART 
TIME AND DROP-IN CARE IN MY 
LA MESA HOME. 
NUTRITIONAL MEALS INCLUDED 
FOR MORE INFO CALL 649-5728. 
~ MARY KAY 
Sarah Ashford 
Indcpcndcnt lauty Consultant 
373 F Bergin Dr. Monterey, CA 93940 
(408) 642-0414 
50% Accommodations 
In Las Vegas OFF Plus rtcdvt a $250, 
giftcho:k valid fur 
discounts, chips and sliow passu. 
Dale Alger (408) 899-9627 
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Post-holiday exercise 
No quick solutions 
The holiday season is almost always a 
time of over-indulgence. Work is set aside 
in favor of play. Pleasure pre-empts pain. 
Attitude changes are generated as pain-
lessly as possible -- caffeine? alcohol? 
sugar? -- rather than the running high gen-
erated by the body's own natural 
endorphines. 
After the holidays there is a predict-
able rush to "get back in shape." This rush 
is fraught with difficulty because the natu-
ral tendency is to overdo it. Guilt and im-
patience are the enemy. These two human 
qualities push us into a few weeks of com-
pulsive exercise .. . with all the pain and suf-
fering that attend muscle strain. 
Muscle strain is the natural result of 
microscopic bleeding of muscle fibers. The 
bleeding causes an inflammatory reaction 
which everyone knows is marked by pain 
and swelling. These sensations, pain and 
swelling, limit our ability to contract or 
stretch the afflicted muscle and make us 
miserable. 
Most well-intended exercisers are 
known to quit within two months of start-
ing their post-holiday exercise program. 
Various discouragements: 
The pain of too much too soon 
. The time requirements 
The work 
The slow loss of weight 
What "runner's high"? 
All of the above. 
Military men and women and their de-
pendents have the advantage of being ac-
customed to discipline; therefore, some of 
the previously mentioned discouragementS 
may not apply. A small reminder is often 
all that is necessary to keep such men and 
women "on course." 
Here are the guidelines for running, 
usually the most stressful of the aerobic 
exercises; however, they also apply to non-
running aerobic exercise. 
.condition yourself slowly. Don't in-
crease your mileage more than 10 percent 
per week. 
E)on't overtrain. Speed work burns 
no more calories per mile (about 100) than 
walking and exposes you to much more in-
jury. 
IIS-T-R-E-T-C-H before and after, es-
peciallyafter . 
.choose the right shoes and consider 
orthotics, the tailored insert that supports 
the arch, to stabilize the foot and prevent 
problems that can arise in the ankles, knees, 
hips and low back. 
fiest when you need it. Listen to your 
body. 
Ee familiar with your running envi-
ronment, especially heat. Stay hydrated! 
If you get injured, here are some ba-
sics: 
If you have painful muscles or joints, 
never hot tub or sauna immediately after 
exercise. Spend 10 minutes in the ocean. 
Use ice if you feel a sudden pain. Fol-
low up with your physician if the pain lasts 
more than 24 hours or immediately if you 
have joint pain/heatlrednesslswelling. This 
can be a medical emergency requiring as-
piration! 
Joint pain, including back pain, often 
involves ligament damage: a "sprain" ver-
sus "strain"of muscle tissue. Treat sprains 
with more caution. "RICE" Rest, Ice, Com-
press, Elevate, and let a physician skilled 
in joint therapy and movement check it out. 
Chiropractors areskilled at this; there are 
also MDs who are interested in the work . 
What about running through illness? If 
you are sick enough to be on prescription 
drugs, don't run. If not, go out for a 20-
minute run slower than normal and if you 
feel better you're probably over the worst 
of your illness and can continue training. 
If you feel worse, you're still sick and 
should ''pack it in ." 
Dr. Jay Cook is a member of the NPS gym 
"morning crowd." Educated at West 
Point and at Palmer-West Chiropractic 
College, he became interested in health 
when he took up running. He now has a 
chiropractic practice with his Wife, Karen, 
who is a licensed acupuncturist, in 
Monterey at 1000 Eighth St. He treats 
patients with all types of discomforts and 
pain .... but he still makes time for running. 
Your East Coast Relocation Connection! 
call our toll free number below for 
your FREE comprehensive 
RELOCATION PACKAGE 
and $ REBATE PROGRAM $ information 
Our Military Relocation Specialists and Top Producing Agents have the answers to all of 
your Real Estate needs. Serving the Naval Postgraduate School students since 1976. 
Save $$ With Our Military Homebuyers Plus Program: 
.:. Military Allowance - Cash at Closing 
(We will match other reasonable relocation 
programs - NFCU, USAA, etc.) 
.:. Closing Cost Discounts 
Retired Military, Multi Million Dollar Producers 
800-845-RELO 800-344-7253 
Charlotte Miscavich Sandy. Martinisko 
REJMAX 1000 REJMAX ELITE PROPERTIES 
D.C. - MARYLAND - NORTHERN VIRGINIA 
.:. FREE Buyer Representation 
.:. FREE Comprehensive Relocation Package 
including School and MLS Information 
.:. Appliance / Furniture Discounts 
Ranked Top Seven of 3500 Realtors in Tidewater 
800-458-5357 800-468-7340 
804-554-1414 804-473-4773 
Linda Fox Jarvis Barbara Adams 
REJMAX Central Realty William E. Wood & Associates 
VIRGINIA BEACH - NORFOLK - CHESAPEAKE 
Relocating? 
Washington, DC -- Virginia -- Maryland 
Virginia Beach -- Norfolk 




LO LONG & 
9.F FOSTER 
REALTORS~ SHELLIE SEYER 
Maryland 
1-410-541-4669 (voicemail) 
Ask about our relocation $$$ Rebate Plan 
BUYER REPRESENTATION - - WE WORK FOR YOU! 
RESALES - NEW HOMES - RENTALS 
FILL OUT THE INSERT CARD or 
CALL 1-800-237-1096 
FOR A FREE 
HOME BUYERS PACKET 
CONTAINING IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON ... 
• Housing & Real Estate Market • Transportation 
• Refinancing & Qualifying • Schools & Communities 
